
Some types and diagnostics of spiritual pride

What does pride look like? Spiritual pride is secretive, lurking deep in the human heart, and hard to uncover (Jeremiah 17:9), even when
we examine ourselves. We can look for some signs of pride like the following, many of which of course are inter-related (and some items
could fit under more than one category). Some of these could apply to other forms of pride (intellectual, personal, etc.) as well. This list is
not complete or exhaustive; you can probably identify other forms and symptoms of pride and list them here. 

Identify some key forms of pride that you see in your life from the list below. Pray about them; share about them with each other, in order
to pray for each other and to make yourself accountable to each other. Pray with thanksgiving and submission to God in specific ways
contrary to your particular issues with pride. 

1. Definition of pride: 

2. General approach to spiritual life.  What your spiritual life
is based on. 

• intellectualism: basing your spiritual life on knowledge or
only on intellectual experience –  of the Bible, theology,
etc.; lack of dynamic spiritual life with God, lack of emotion
or desire toward God

• emotionalism: emotion taken too far; spiritual life becomes
subjective and self-centered, not biblically based and God-
centered; your spiritual life is based on your own feelings
and emotions.

• legalism: Basing the quality of your spiritual life on the
things you do or don't do, rather than on God's grace, your
closeness to Him

• hypocrisy: This is more than just failing to practice what you
preach. This is general inconsistency between what you
profess and how you live; or selectively choosing what to
believe or obey, and often with good ways of rationalizing
your choices.

• self-righteousness: More easily recognizing faults in
others than in yourself; being blind to your own faults 

• blind enthusiasm – zeal without knowledge. A trap that
many young or immature believers fall into, but older ones
as well. We make pronouncements about things we don't
really understand. We act enthusiastic but it is grounded
in emotionalism rather than biblical understanding. We
mistake emotionalism for faith. We fail to respect or seek
spiritual wisdom and maturity.

3. intellectual-spiritual pride (general)
• intellectualism

* basing your spiritual life on how much you know;
showing off your knowledge

* rationalism: relying on head knowledge; cold intellectual
faith; unemotional spiritual life, little emotion or desire
toward God 

* supposedly being objective, but focused on your intellect
and not God-focused 

• lack of intellectual humility. Believing you can, do, or
should expect to, understand everything; getting easily
frustrated or impatient when you don't understand
something; assuming your understanding is automatically
superior to others, especially those who disagree with you

• lack of intellectual honesty.  Using dishonest, false,
emotionalistic, simplistic, or illogical reasoning (which are
actually worldly methods), for example: 
* false appeal to authority

To justify yourself, you appeal to religious or scriptural
authority improperly and/or ignore what you need to
change; or appealing to the authority of pastors or of
positions of service – but in a worldly way. (e.g., “obey
me because I'm the leader and I say so!” or “don't
question what the pastor said, just obey”). 

* anti-intellectualism: self-righteous bias against or
dismissal of intellectual pursuits, theology, or people
who try to be intellectually or theologically sound in
their worldviews 

• being above reproach. Feeling no need for instruction,
correction, further spiritual growth; or at least living your
spiritual life as if you think you think so. You feel that you
don't need to receive instruction from others, especially if
they are less mature or wise than you; you feel your
spiritual life is good enough and you don't really try to
grow. 

4. Emotional-spiritual pride
• self-focus: 

* lack of empathy or concern for others; not being aware
of or sensitive to others’ feelings

* selfishness; not loving others as yourself
* lack of love toward others; neglecting others 
* negative or cynical attitude toward others

• Lone Ranger mentality: You believe you can do well
without close relationships or spiritual fellowship with
others; not opening yourself up to others; not making
yourself accountable to others.

• insensitivity toward others. Lack of sensitivity or concern for
others; toward injustice or unfairness that others
experience; toward other people’s pain, suffering, or
difficulties.

• over-sensitivity: Being easily offended, upset, or angered
by others 

• demanding attitudes
* overly demanding toward others, unreasonable

expectations
* overly self-demanding, from unreasonable self-

expectations
* overly demanding toward God, from self-centered

expectations 



• wrong heart motives
* seeking attention or affirmation from others
* serving because you want others’ love or approval
* serving God because you expect to receive something in

return
* self-pity – actually a self-focused attitude, not God-

centered
 

5. Spirituality before others: how you live your life before
others 

• putting on pretenses: pretend spirituality, e.g., pretending
to be spiritually strong or knowledgeable
* showing off – Showing off head knowledge or spirituality

– e.g., in Bible studies or prayer meetings, saying all
the right things and giving good answers

* pretending to be humble (!)
• false humility: Going further than pretend humility, this is

actually putting yourself down, in the wrong way and for
the wrong reasons, e.g., to get attention from others, out
of self-focused self-pity 

• service motives: why you serve or seek positions of
leadership – Serving to receive recognition, approval, or
affirmation from others (rather than seeking affirmation
from God); serving because you expect God to reward
you. 

6. Relations with others
• easily finding faults in others (a form of hypocrisy & self-

righteousness) 
• harshness towards others' sins, weaknesses, or mistakes

As ministers of truth and light, we are to speak for truth
and point out error – but not self-appointed judges of
others’ behavior or mistakes. The Bible contains much
instruction on how and when to do so appropriately, with
wisdom, gentleness, and humility. Harshness comes from
a spiritual of self-righteousness, impatience, and a lack of
wisdom.

• superior attitude toward others – especially toward younger
/ older Christians, those you disagree with, or people who
are different from you 

• not praying for others; prayer life is focused on yourself 
• insensitivity toward others

* offering others simplistic solutions or advice – without
regard for their pain, or the complexities or realities of
their situations

* using others for your purposes, or to meet your needs
* not listening to others 

• not helping each other
* you don’t like to help others
* you don’t like to ask others for help when you should (a

threat to your sense of autonomy or Lone Ranger
attitude)

* you ask or expect help from others too often, without
concern for them 

* taking advantage of others 
* lack of gratitude toward others

 

• conflicts 
* you easily get into conflicts with others
* unrepentant or unapologetic attitudes toward people

you’ve hurt or offended
* you don’t like to deal with or resolve conflicts in a loving,

biblical way
• not opening up to others; not making yourself accountable

to others 

7. Relationship with God
• being over-confident before God
• autonomy: thinking or acting as if you don’t need to depend

fully on God 
* neglecting your spiritual life; lack of prayer
* failure to acknowledge God as the source of everything

in your life
* taking credit for your gifts, abilities, and accomplishments
* lack of thanksgiving
* failure to submit all areas of your life to the lordship of

Christ
* serving God in your own strength

• superficial level of confession and repentance (or none at
all); rationalizing and justifying your sins  

• wrong view of God, e.g., your view of what God is like is
based on your desires or what you think is right 

8. Response to God
• Response to blessing. 

When you experience significant spiritual growth or
blessing from God, how does it affect you? Does it puff
you up, or do you become more thankful and worshipful?

• Thanklessness 
lack of thankfulness, especially toward God;  superficial or
poorly developed sense of thankfulness 

• Superficial praise & worship 
poorly developed or superficial sense of worship; worship
is limited to certain times or events; superficial praise,
limited sense of praising God; little worship and praise as
a lifestyle and general attitude

Scriptures.
Of the many biblical passages on pride and humility, here are
a few key verses.

Prov. 3.34 God opposes the proud 
Prov. 11.2 pride ! disgrace
Prov. 13.10 pride ! quarrels
Prov. 16.18 pride goes before destruction (a fall)
Prov. 29.23 pride brings a person down
Romans 12 humility, sacrifice, service
1 Cor. 1, 3 pride ! divisiveness
James 1.9-10 pride and humility
James 4 pride, humility, worldliness


